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COLUMNIST

DAVID ADDISON
Our columnist-at-large looks at a looming problem for short ovals

Nick Tandy was a
Ministox star

C

hange of plan. This column
was set to be all about a new
calendar year for National
Hot Rods, after a night in
the freezing cold at
Birmingham Wheels on
March 7. Except, that as
you will have read over the
weeks in Sporting Scene in Motorsport
News, Birmingham Wheels is no more.
Seemingly, it has fallen victim to a
combination of council machinations and
rent increases, although all the details
are known only by the parties involved.
What it means for fans and drivers is the
loss of a track. Another track. This has been a
bad winter for the sport, with Birmingham’s
closure on top of Stoke’s demise (both
BriSCA F1 venues) and the constant
uncertainty over Belle Vue, which I
understand is operating on a six-month
basis, hardly sustainable for a business.
Then there is Swaffham, a venue that has
had a number of promoters over the years,
and despite talk of Oval Racing Council and
BriSCA categories going back there, its
new owners have decided not to join the
ORC after all and run independently.
Another venue then off-limits for National
Hot Rods or F1 stock cars.
Yes, of course tracks come and go. There
are plenty of websites highlighting the longlost venues, and it isn’t the end of the sport,
true. The sadness is that the sport is losing
people because they go to there local track
be it to watch or race and if you take that
local track away, they don’t necessarily pick
up a fixture list and look at where else they
can go. They’ve gone. Drivers, too. They may
race at Birmingham or Stoke because it is
their local venue. They may not have the
desire, nor diesel, to schlep from Great Barr
to Great Yarmouth instead to go racing. And
now there is another issue rearing its head:
categories being dropped from venues,
partly because of grid sizes and partly
because there isn’t space. For example, ORC

Birmingham is
under a cloud

Ministox (from where future Le Mans winner
Nick Tandy came) was always healthy at
Mildenhall and Birmingham Wheels, whereas
it had struggled in the South for some years.
Now, though, with no Birmingham and the
need to reallocate dates, Ministox has been
dropped by Spedeworth and while it has
alternative junior formulae, that is another
chunk of drivers looking for somewhere,
or something, else to race.
It’s also sad how these tracks have gone.
Endless debate and speculation on-line,
falling into disrepair or just a snap decision
by a new landlord. Coventry was another
that disappeared without any fanfare, unfair
after its part in BriSCA F1 history, but another
victim to squabbles driven by money. At least
when Wimbledon had to go, it went with a
proper send-off. The last meeting, sad as it

Happier times: BriSCA F1 rumbling at Coventry

There is some serious concern about Belle Vue

was, gave great racing because everyone
appreciated the venue and the event,
whereas recent closures have happened
without them being able to celebrate, or
even exploit, the final race meeting. Indeed,
that Wimbledon farewell got a far bigger
crowd than many of its previous meetings,
making promoter Deane Wood wonder
whether if all those fans came regularly, the
place would have had a better chance of
escaping the developers. Discuss…
You can argue that the loss of inner-city
tracks is inevitable. Land prices are going
up and as Governments leap on their ecofriendly bandwagons in an attempt to
convince voters that they are keen on
planet-saving, a load of noisy racing cars
charging around close to homes isn’t viable.
Perhaps. Most closed tracks are underneath
a retail park, so rejoice that the sheep up in
the Peak District haven’t mounted a
campaign to get Buxton Raceway closed or
that Ipswich’s related residents haven’t
managed to spoil the fun at Foxhall Heath.
So is this one-way traffic? Is it inevitable
that one day we will have run out of tracks?
Hopefully not. Lochgelly is a purpose-built
place in an industrial area which shouldn’t
have much competition for its survival,
Buxton is pretty remote so shouldn’t get
developers excited, hopefully Hednesford
can stave off any advances too. But couldn’t
the ORC, that band of supposedly forwardthinking promoters and rule-makers, get
together to identify an area which has land,
access and little noise-related problems
around it and then build a new venue? That
might be fanciful, but should it be? If the
sport’s governors are keen to protect it then
something like that may need to be done.
In fact, isn’t there a big plot of land near
Northampton that runs regularly? Surely, in
all of Silverstone’s acreage there could be
space to build a quarter-mile oval and two
grandstands, giving the sport a new venue
and some much-needed optimism for its
future.

“Most closed tracks are now underneath a retail park or something similar”

